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2 1 reports on 20 feb moscow meeting between boris yeltsin and UNICEF 
representatives, briefly quoting yeltsin thanking representatives for aid 
to russian children. (150 text sent: tassr 1709 tasse 1735; brief: tv 
1800) 

3 2 itar-tass corr valeriy shashkov brussels dispatch on 18 feb session of 
conference initiated by commission of european communities, devoted to 
working out general rules in inter-state trade between former ussr 
republics and introduction of their own currencies, noting that 
participants included delegations from latvia, lithuania, estonia, 
prominent economists and representatives from EEC and EBRD. (500 text 
sent: tassr 172359) 

4 3 (mikhail mikhaylov) interview with maj-general (valentin larionov), 
participant in just ended moscow conference on security. (rpt enginter 
191810, item 3 on 19 feb list) (enginter 0010 portbraz 0000 portuguese 
192100) 

5 4 anon on performance of cis athletes during albertville winter olympic 
games. (4 min: urdu 1000 beng 1000 burm 1100 hind 1100 lao 0930) 

6 5 anon on medal won by cis skiier during albertville winter olympic games, 
-als() -dwelltnT-on·o-mer--t~sues--pertinenr-ta -thts---event-.--(-6--1I1tm--korean-----~ ~.~~--
0800) 

7 6 "friends club". (rpt hind 191100, item 12 on 19 feb list) (urdu 1000 
beng 1000) 

8 7 "dialogue": incl kaliningrad administrative head on preparations to make 
region free economic zone, noting however that german deutschmark is not 
being invested into this area (3 min); summary izvestiya on moscow foreign 
exchange market (3 min); summary argumenty fakty interview with colonel 
(ipalitev), on how to become spy in russia (3 min). (german 1700) 

9 8 "wang xiao half hour": poli tical scholar on establishment of russian 
people's congress movement during early february; soldiers role in 
democratic reform; report on contributions of chinese culture center in 
alma-ata, promoting trade between kazakhstan and china; historical chapter 
on how russia gives up crimea to ukraine. (30 min: mand 1300) 

10 9 "business club": rounding up business news; trade relations between 
russian-belgium; tax and foreign goods; privatization of russian trade; 
russian automobiles in international rally; latest developments in 
aircraft industry. (22 min: frenchinter 191700) 

11 10 "businessmen's club": new and regular feature about how spirit of free 
enterprise is entering into economic life of former ussr, giving advice 
for upcoming businessmen, followed by series of brief talks and comments. 
(20 min: polish 1600) 

12 11 "rambling talks with listeners: acknowledging letters on russia, 
agriculture and other issues. (18 min: mand 1000) 

13 12 "mail box". (11 min: german 1700) 
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15 13 reports on 18 feb moscow joint press conf by james baker and russian 
foreign minister andrey kozyrev. (c/r tasse 181321, item 18 on 18 feb 
list) (brief: frenchinter 191700 spanla 0000 portbraz 0000 jap 191300) 

16 14 vladislav kozyakov on recent russian-u.s. talks in moscow during 
baker's visit. (rpt enginter 191810, item 20 on 19 feb list) (enginter 
0010) 

17 15 summaries krasnaya zvezda on outcome of visit to moscow by u.s. 
congressional delegation led by chairman of u.s. congressional military 
affairs subcmtee. (6-4 min: camb 1000 1130 lao 0930 viet 1100 kor 0800) 

18 16 report on recent u.s. baton rouge submarine collision in kola peninsula 
waters, citing robotiya tribuna giving details on boat. (3 min: german 
1600) 

19 TB2102160092TAKE1 
20 17 yuriy solton "pentagon foresees day of judgement", quoting nyt. (rpt 

persian 191330, item 22 on 19 feb list) (portbraz 0000 spanish 192100 
portuguese 192100) 

21 AMERICAS 
22 18 anon on interfax document on russian legislators' criticism of cuba for 

repeated violations of human rights, noting social democrats condemned 
cuban government's human rights violations. (4 min: spanla 2300) 

23 19 anselmo septien intvw with colombian ambassador to moscow on 
difficulties facing students who came to former soviet union with 
scholarships and are now without support. (4 min: spanla 0000) 

24 20 viktor deruga report from mexico on illegal immigration to u.s. used as 
cheap labor by u.s. companies. (3 min: spanla 2300) 

25 21 "mailbag": acknowledging brazilian listeners' letters. (4 min: 
portbraz 2300) 

--~ -------- -- --- -2~ . -- 22-- anon----cara-cas---1l1-spa~ch -on"-inereasing--trade---w-i-th--venez-ue-la----due--t-&--new---------------
conditions and despite tough competition. (rpt spanla 192300, item 32 on 
19 feb list) (spanla 0000) 

27 GERMANY 
28 23 summary itar-tass corr intvw with russian dpty econ minister andrey 

(nicheyev), on recent bonn session on econ consultative council, noting 
russia is trying to create most favorable conditions for western 
companies. (4 min: german 1600) 

29 24 report on german truck accident in smolensk area, on its way to supply 
aid to moscow and other areas, noting two men dying following collision 
with other cars. (3 min: german 1600) 

30 25 report on foundation of VVII military archives in moscow. (rpt german 
181600, item 34 on 18 feb list) (german 1700) 

31 NATO/VEST EUROPE 
32 26 "topical subject": viktor glazunov previewing upcoming nato gen sec 

manfred woerners' visit to cis states, noting west is confronted with 
general instability in former ussr territory, quoting woerner remarks that 
nato structure may be pattern for cis security, mentioning that all cis 
members will be included in special nato body soon, praising nato as only 
working organization of its kind on continent. (6 min: german 1700 
portbraz 2300) 

33 27 sergey batyrev/viktor khrekov strasbourg dispatch on khasbulatov press 
conference following his meeting with catherine lalumiere, sec-gen of 
council of europe. (300 text sent: tasse 1534; one min: german 1600 1700) 

34 28 sergey batyrev/viktor khrekov strasbourg report on khasbulatov meeting 
with local businessmen, quoting khasbulatov remarks (80 words). (150 text 
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sent: tasse 1945) 
29 vladimir smelov vienna report on intvw with kazakh president nazarbayev 
on outcome of his visit to vienna and talks with president kurt waldheim 
and chancellor franz vranitzk. (200 text sent: tasse 1255; brief: 
enginter.1900 2000 2100 spanish 2100 hungarian 2000) 
30 vladimir smelov vienna dispatch summarizing kurier intvw with kazak 
president nazarbayev on outcome of his visit to vienna, discussing 
developments in cis following collapse of soviet union. (250 text sent: 
tasse 1059) 
31 "good evening, austria". (rpt germaust 191920, item 38 on 19 feb list) 
(germaust 1920) 
32 report on 19 feb moscow meeting between ruslan khasbulatov and french 
ambassador bertrand du£ouco, with gist remarks exchanged. (c/r tassr 
191625, item 39 on 19 feb list) (brief: tv 0900) 
33 igor kudrin on gaydar's visit to spain, noting gaydar signed documents 
boosting russian-spanish cooperation, with russia inheriting agreements 
previously signed with ussr, mentioning brief coverage of visit in spanish 
press,. pointing out spanish government unfroze credit granted just over a 
year ago. (3 min: spanish 192100) 
34 (valentin volokeyev) on result of russian vice president's visit to 
spain, possible increase in trade relations, investment in russia. (5-4 
min: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 spanish 2100) 
TB2102160192TAKE2 
35 anatoliy potapov on results of gaydar's visit to madrid, noting as a 
result of talks, yeltsin will pay visit to madrid in summer when it is 
hoped a bilateral treaty will be signed, touching on upcoming yeltsin-bush 
meeting in july where it is expected a disarm treaty will be signed, 
pointlng- outu u.s .-recognizes----r\lss-ia---as-legal--su«eSSOr--O£--ussr--and-this.is___ .. ___ _ 
important for russia's development of relations with foreign countries, 
incl spain, pointing to understanding reached in madrid for visit to 
russia of delegation of experts to determine what industries could attract 
spanish industrialists. (7-3.5 min: enginter 1210 1510 1810 2110 german 
1600 arabic 1400 turkish 1500 polish 1600 hungarian 2000 mand 1300 kor 
1000 camb 1130 viet 1300 indo 1200 burm 1330) 
AFRICA 
36 "africa as we see it": aleksandr fedorov on results of south african 
by-election in potchefstroom, background to tension between white factions 
explained, influences on voting patterns in rural conservative area 
examined, CODESA talks recalled, pointed to as way forward for peaceful 
future for south africa (5.5 min); aleksandr mikhaylov on resolution 
passed by special conference of tanzanian ruling party, for transition to 
multi-party democracy, nyerere quoted, backing call for multi-party 
democracy, situation in zanzibar noted (4.5 min); vladimir valentinov on 
botswana's decision to boost arms spending, botswanan journalist compares 
his country with kuwait, fearing threats from jealous neighbors, recent 
army maneuvers in kalahari recalled (5 min); anon on pope john paul's tour 
of west africa, vatican radio quoted, aims of trip outlined, afp quoted (3 
min). (engafr 1630; fedorov only: afrikaans 1700) 
MIDEAST 
37 itar-tass corr yuriy kozlov vienna dispatch on address by u.s. 
ambassador in kuwait, nathantiel howell, at international symposium with 
theme "u.s. mideast policy and persian gulf var aftermath," in which he 
considers peace in mideast only alternative, dwelling extensively on 
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mideast situation. (300 text: tasse 1332) 
47 38 aleksandr pogodin on lebanese request to unsc to consider israel's 

latest aggression. (rpt enginter 191210, item 49 on 19 feb list) 
(enginter 0010 spanish 192100 portuguese 192100 arabic 191400) 

48 39 yuriy solton on middle east situation and process in light of israel's 
invasion of areas in southern lebanon on thursday morning, marking another 
dangerous escalation of violence of last few days, unsc's reaction is one 
of concern. (5-3 min: spanla 2300 portbraz 2300 spanish 2100 afrikaans 
1700) 

49 40 aleksiy zlatorunskiy on recent escalation of violence in mideast, 
contending violence only leads to violence, recalling latest events of 
killing of three israeli soldiers and israeli raid in south lebanon 
killing hizbollah leader and his family. (4 min: frenchinter 191700) 

50 41 anon rounding up latest news reports on situation in southern lebanon 
following recent israeli attacks on nizbollah positions. (4 min: german 
1600 arabic 1600) 

51 42 report on israeli attacks on hizbollah units in southern lebanon from 
air and land, noting israeli forces did not need un forces' call to halt 
and continued to advance, shamir states israel is acting to chastize arab 
terrorists. (4 min: persian 1330) 

52 43 anon on prospects of trade relations between cis and arab world stating 
as an example syria, quoting russian official from trade department 
contrasting trade relations during and after demise of ussr. (arabic 
191400) 

53 44 summary yuriy stalinkov izvestiya beijing dispatch on claims by news 
agencies that prc is selling missile technology to iran. (4 min: persian 
1330) 

-~-~------ -- --- -'--~-----'-SOUTB'~"ASIA- - -.------------ ------------..... --" - - -- - -- --- -~--------- - ---------------------. __ _ 
55 45 anon tehran dispatch rounding up latest efforts to seek settlement of 

protracted afghanistan conflict pegged to arrival of united nations envoy, 
noting that most irreconcilable sections of opposition still rely on force 
and are searching for new sources of military supplies. (4-3 min: 
enginter 1210 1510 spanish 2100 arabic 1400 burm 1330) 

56 46 anon on arrival in afghanistan of UN special emissary benon sevan, 
noting that he is attempting to convene dialogue in manner acceptable to 
all afghanistan opposition groups, recalling sevan's meetings with 
opposition groups in pakistan and iran discussing mechanism for transfer 
of power by means of elections. (4 min: persian 1330) 

57 TB2102160292TAKE3 
58 47 vasant georgiyev on sri lankan government's call to Itte for talks, 

pointing out deteriorating situation in country's northeast region. (rpt 
tamil 191300, item 56 on 19 feb list) (tamil 1300) 

59 48 summary izvestiya on islamic radical movement in india. (3 min: 
turkish 1500) 

60 49 anon on significance of forthcoming prc-india talks in delhi, which 
will review outstanding border problems between two countries. (rpt burm 
191330, item 55 on 19 feb list) (attrib vasant georgiyev, 4 min: burm 1100 
urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100) 

61 CHINA 
62 50 anon on beijing's decision to financially support former ussr's 

students in china at request of russian embassy in beijing. (3 min sent: 
mand 092100) 

63 ASIAN COMMUNIST 
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64 51 aleksey kondratyev on imminent realization of cambodian peace process, 
placing great importance on UNTAC in making early preparations for 
upcoming general elections, noting that recent minor sporadic incidents 
have not hampered peace process. (5 min: indo 1200 burm 1330 camb 1130 
lao 1230 viet 1300) 

65 52 summary pravda hailing economic reforms underway in vietnam. (5 min: 
viet 1100) 

66 53 (aleksey lensov) on progress of vietnam's current efforts to promote 
economic relations with other countries. (3.5 min: lao 1230) 

67 ASIA/PACIFIC 
68 54 "focus on asia": incl anon on australian foreign minister's statement 

that australia prefers to join asia-pacific economic group instead of 
europe (3 min); anon on indo-china border discussions in new delhi (4 
min). (korean 1000) 

69 55 "situation in asia": anon on vietnam's economic situation; current 
situation in sri lanka; buddhism in south east asia. (15 min: mand 0900) 

70 56 anon lauding recent signing of thai-lao friendship and cooperation 
treaty in bangkok. (4 min: viet 1300) 

71 57 program devoted to acknowledging letters from indonesian listeners. 
(20 min: indo 1200) 

72 58 anon on sixth round of north-south korean high level talks in 
pyongyang, during which agreements on reconciliation, cooperation and 
denuclearization of korean peninsula were declared effective. (3 min 
sent: korean 0800) 

73 59 itar-tass corr vladimir nadashkevich pyongyang dispatch on sixth round 
of north-south korean talks, during which north-south korean premiers have 
made vast progress to cease military-political confrontation and bring 

... - ····north--sou th -korea-eloser-- t-ege-ther-- -in-inter.es-ts---OLdiYided_ltore.&lLnatiQD_o ________ ~_ 
(400 text: tasse 0858) 

74 60 miscellany of events in rok carried by russian publications: rok 
science/technology committee plans to invite former soviet scientists to 
work in rok; rok air force fighter aircraft scrambled to intercept flying \ 
object but failed to identify it; rok tv warned by tv/radio committee 
against airing of programs harmful to youth; rok police equipped with 
special devices to detect inebriated drivers; public telephones in seoul 
can be hazardous to health; uproar about "COMFORT GIRLS CORPS" conscripted 
by japanese during ViII. (4 min: korean 0800) 

75 EAST EUROPE 
76 61 report on yeltsin 18 feb talks with czech premier calfa in moscow, with 

gist remarks exchanged. (c/r tassr 181655, item 69 on 18 feb list) (one 
min: jap 191000) 

77 62 (salilin) on czech deleg's visit to moscow 18 feb. (3 min: jap 191300) 
78 63 aleksandr shakhin on boutros ghali's proposal that unsc adopt urgent 

decision to deploy un peace-keeping force in yugoslavia. (rpt spanla 
192300, item 78 on 19 feb list) (portbraz 0000 spanish 192100 portuguese 
192100) 

79 MILITARY 
80 64 reports 18 feb moscow press conf by yevgeniy shaposhnikov, cis-c-in-c 

armed forces, on future of armed forces. (c/r tassr 181705, item 77 on 18 
feb list) (5-3 min: spanish 192100 portuguese 192100 arabic 191400 jap 
191300; one min: kor 0800) 

81 TB2102160392TAKE4 
82 65 krim-press nikolay stepanchenko report on intvw with maj-gen vasiliy 
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koliverda, military procurator of moscow military district, highlighting 
mass dessertion as main problem today for army bodies of law and order. 
(300 text sent: tassr 1005 tasse 1246; brief: rossii 1300) 

83 66 vadim solovyev on problem of who is to control former soviet union's 
nuclear weapons, highlighting recent minsk cis heads conf on which 
discussed issue, briefly quoting (gen yevgeniy ruzinkov) of staff 
headquarters confirming that nuclear weapons were under effective control 
and that there is no reason for cis states or world community to be 
concerned. (4-3 min: enginter 1810 2110 spanla 2300 greek 1600 greek 2000 
turkish 1500 afrikaans 1700 polish 1600 hungarian 2000) 

84 67 a. denisov recalling disintegration of army in 1917, noting process 
developed through bolshevik seizure of power, brest-litovsk treaty with 
germany and civil war. (3.5 min: tv 1800) 

85 SPACE/SCIENCE 
86 68 vladimir bezyayev report on cosmonauts aleksandr vilkov and sergey 

krikalev undertaking work outside mir orbital complex. (3 min, sent: 
mayak 2030) 

87 69 "science and future": discussing celebration of space year; clearing up 
nuclear waste from solar system; brain drain; scientists and coop; and 
brief reports on sci news. (15 min overall: frenchinter 191700) 

88 70 vladislav kozyakov on decision to set up intl center for nuclear 
physicists to stop brain drain from former ussr, noting idea for such a 
center was discussed at camp david, and recent moscow talks focused on 
practical aspects, pointing out center will be opened in troitsk, with 
branches elsewhere, recalling baker's visit to chelyabinsk 70, touching on 
proposals for research from chief scientist of chelyabinsk institute, 
reviewing various u.s. proposals for establishing closer ties with 

.... russia.- (-4min·:engin·t1!r-1810--211Q--s.pani·sh-2-100>--~- ------.--..... -- .. --~-._____. ___ _ 
89 71 report pointing out problems facing russian scientists following 

disintegration of soviet union and introduction of market mechanism into 
russian economy, stressing need for steps to be taken to prevent flight of 
russian sci brains from country. (arabic 1600) 

90 72 "in world of sci-tech": incl intvw wi th two scientists wi th opposing 
views on brain-drain. (portuguese 192100) . 

91 73 summary russian scientists' new theory on falling of giant aerolite in 
siberia in 1908. (3.5 min: mand 192100) 

92 MINSK SUMMIT 
93 74 andrey naryshkin intvw with It-gen leonid ivashov, chief of 

administration of affairs of cis joint armed forces, on results of minsk 
summit meeting. (400 text sent: tassr 0920 tasse 1008; one min: german 
1600 1700; brief: enginter 1600 1700 1800 polish 1600) 

94 RUSSIA 
95 75 gaydar conversation with reporters on success of reforms. (70 text 

sent: enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100; one min: urdu 1000 beng 1000 burm 1100 
hind 1100 tamil 1300 indo 1200 thai 1200 mand 0900 camb 1000 1130) 

96 76 summaries rtv intvw with boris yeltsin on aspects of his first 100 days 
as president, aspects of economic reforms. (c/r rtv 191850, item 94 on 19 
feb list) (500 text sent: tasse 0653; 6-3 min: enginter 0010 1210 1510 
1810 2110 spanla 0000 portbraz 0000 2300 german 1600 1700 spanish 2100 
arabic 1400 greek 2000 turkish 1500 persian 1330 afrikaans 1700 polish 
1600 hungarian 2000 camb 1000 1130 lao 0930 1230 mand 1000 1200 kor 0800 
urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 tamil 1300; 2-1 min: enginter 0800 0900 1000 
1100 spanish 192100 portuguese 192100 mand 0200 0900 kor 0800 1000 lao 
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0930 1230 camb 1000 1130 viet 1100 urdu 1100 burm 1100 hind 1100 tamil 
1300 beng 1000 thai 1200; brief; tv 0900 spanla 0000 portbraz 0000 mand 
192100) 

97 77 eleonora sutotskaya review moscow papers on 19 feb tv intvw with 
yeltsin on course of economic reform, quoting izvestiya and vechernaya 
moskva. (400 text sent: tasse 2254) 

98 78 report on 20 feb russian supsov proceedings, chaired by filatov, 
highlighting shaposnikov address discussing submarine incident involving 
russian and american subs, and nkao situation and cis troops (15 min), and 
kozyrev address on submarine incident and turkish incident (8 min), 
remainder of proceedings consisted of discussions on issue of inadequate 
tv coverage of debate on future of lenin library, also lebedev proposal 
that six candidatures for appointment to supreme court should be endorsed. 
(30 min, fyi's, excerpts sent: rtv 1800) 

99 TB2102160492TAKE5 
100 79 summaries shaposnikov address at 20 feb russian supsov session. (c/r 

rtv 1800, above) (3 min, sent: tv 1500; 250 text sent: tasse 1449; 2-1 
min: tv 1800 rtv 2000; brief: enginter 2200 2300) 

101 80 summaries kozyrev address to 20 feb russian supsov session. (c/r rtv 
1800, above) (100 text sent: tasse 1523; brief: enginter 2200 2300) 

102 81 lyudmila semina report from russian parliament reviewing discussions on 
law on commodity exchanges and exchange trade adopted, followed by 
shaposnikov address on submarine incident and nkao troops situation (5 
min). (6 min, sent: mayak 1422) 

103 82 ivan ivanov/aleksandr krasulin report on 20 feb russian supsov session 
discussing ways to combat devaluation, quoting report by govt economic 
adviser aleksey ulyakayev. (500 text sent: tasse 1438) 

-~~----- .... -104- -83-"russian-parliamentary-heralcl"-:-ei-t-iflg--r-asu-l-mikhay-lcw,-mbr-r-ussian.----.-----.-
federation supsov, raising issue of possible break-up of russia, 
discussing issue with u. yeo temirov, v.n. podoprigora, both members of 
supsov, and n.l. gen, mbr working group and dpty chmn commission for 
natl-state structure and inter-ethnic relations, giving their views on 
need to perfect russia's federative structure and difficulties encountered 
in process. (15 min: rtv 1430) , 

105 84 summary rika agency intvw with russian vice president aleksandr rutskoy 
voicing criticism of russian government's entry into market. (one min, 
sent: rossii 1000) -

106 85 vitaliy gurov on progress of economic reforms in russia, re upcoming 
russian parliament session scheduled for 6 apr. (rpt enginter 191210, 
item 101 on 19 feb list) (spanish 192100 portuguese 192100 arabic 191400) 

107 86 report on official ceremony at russian federation foreign ministry 
mansion for signing of documents on establishment of russian foreign 
policy fund, noting fund set up to pool efforts of diplomats and russian 
entrepreneurs in shaping of their country's foreign policy, quoting 
remarks by andrey kozyrev, russian foreign minister (100 words). (300 
text sent: tassr 1909) 

108 87 anon on russian congress analysis of russian foreign policy goals, 
relations with u.s., friendly relations and trade with all countries, 
position on disarmament. (3 min: spanla 2300) 

109 88 andrey nikiforov on appeal by number of democratically-orientated 
political parties to boris yeltsin to be allowed to go about their 
business normally. (4 min, sent: mayak 0530) 

110 89 anon on creation in moscow of political front to oppose yeltsin's 

. _. ---", _.- '---"' -.-. ~. .' ............. ' ...... ~ ..... ~ .. . ';,"'~ .~. . . ". 'T' 
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reforms, officials, sociologists comment on seriousness of event. (9 min: 
portbraz 0000) 

111 90 report on press conference given by gavriil popov, mayor of moscow, 
elected chmn russian democratic mvmt (60 words), also quoting rossiyskaya 
gazeta on results of nizhniya novgorod conference. (100 text sent: rossii 
0800) 

112 91 lyudmila aleksandrova report on news conference by leaders of russian 
democratic mvmt, quoting st petersburg mayor anatoliy sobchak on 
movement's support for economic reforms but does not agree with methods 
used by russian govt to carry them out (50 words). (250 text: tassr 0601; 
150 text: tasse 0716) 

113 92 anon on opposition parties in russia. (4.5 min: turkish 1500) 
114 93 anon report on russia's customs department. (5 min: dari 1400) 
115 94 aleksey bulai on russian newspapers being hampered by high price of 

newsprint. (300 text sent: tasse 0837) 
116 95 report on recently discovered collection of valuable paintings in 

russia. (3 min: dari 1400) 
117 LIFE IN CIS 
118 96 summary ekho moskvy interview with former soviet president mikhail 

gorbachev, criticizing leaders of commonwealth member countries. (150 
text sent: tassr 1533; one min: greek 2000; brief: enginter 1900 2000 2100 
spanla 2300 spanish 2100) 

119 97 summary hamburger abendblatt interview with mikhail gorbachev, noting 
that former ussr democratic process is reversible at any time. (2 min: 
german 1600) 

120 TB2102160592TAKE6 
121 98 reports on yevgeniy shaposhnikov's 19 feb address to council of cis 

- hudso~ sta te;-re--even~s~ -in--nqorno karabakh.---(c1-r--taa.r--19161-3-,--i-tem------------ ----
118 on 19 feb list) (brief: enginter 0800 0900 1000 1100) 

122 99 vyacheslav solovyev on fourth anniversary of azerbaijan-armenian 
conflict. (rpt enginter 191210, item 128 on 19 feb list) (enginter 0010 
spanish 192100 portuguese 192100 arabic 191400 urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 
1100) 

123 100 armenian foreign minister raffi ovanisyan remarks to journalists on 
progress of azeri-armenian talks in moscow. (150 text sent: tassr 1322 
tasse 1132) 

124 101 russian foreign minister andrey kozyrev remarks to journalists, on 
progress of armenian-azerbaijan talks which are being conducted in 
constructive and civilized manner. (130 text sent: tasse 0940; one min: 
mayak 1430; german 1600 1700; brief: enginter 1600 1700 1800 polish 1600) 

125 102 communique issued by azerbaijan, armenian and russian foreign 
ministers, on results of negotiations for settlement of situation in NKAO. 
(200 text: tasse 1524; 2 min sent: mayak 1600) 

126 103 azerbaijan foreign ministry protest to armenia on escalation of 
military operations both on armenian border and mountainous region of 
NKAO. (150 text sent: tasse 0446 tassr 0745; brief: tv 0900 1200) . 

127 104 report over video on meeting between armenian and azerbaijan foreign 
ministers, briefly quoting communique calling for an immediate cease fire, 
briefly quoting armenian and azerbaijan presidents on issue of human 
rights and adherence to principle of territorial integrity. (1.5 min: tv 
1800; ter-petrosyan only, one min: persian 1330) 

128 105 interview with yeltsin's advisor on azerbaijan-armenian conflict, 
candidates for russian defense ministry and other issues. (10 min: mand 
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0900) 
129 106 vitaliy gurov on situation in nagorno karabakh pegged to current talks 

in moscow between foreign ministers of azerbaijan and armenia with 
mediation from russian leadership, quoting shaposhnikov that situation in 
region is becoming tense and time has arrived for cis leaders to resolve 
NKAO conflict (one min). (5-3 min: enginter 1210 1510 spanla 2300 
portbraz 2300 spanish 2100 persian 1330 arabic 1400 turkish 1500 polish 
1600 hungarian 2000 tamil 1300 indo 1200 mand 1300) 

130 107 summaries 20 feb press conference by galina starovoytova, rsfsr 
people's deputy. (segment on principles for settling conflict, 6 min 
sent: mayak 1630; segment on situation in nagorno karabakh, 7 min sent: 
mayak 1630) 

131 108 summary rabochaya tribuna 20 feb interview with belarussian 
parliamentary chief stanislav shushkevich, on need for unity of former 
soviet republics in order to resolve problems. (250 ·text sent: tasse 
0328; 160 text: tasse 0924; 140 text: tasse 0834; brief: enginter 1200 
1300 1400 1500 2200 2300) 

132 109 summary rabochaya tribuna on soviets of german ethnic origin, citing 
komsomolskaya pravda interview with mr groth of saarlaendischer rundfumk 
on 1941 novgorod work of art. (4 min: german 1600) 

133 110 gennadiy vyazovskiy on life of greeks in crimea and especially in 
sevastopol. (9 min: greek 2000) 

134 111 moldovan president mircea snegur 20 feb decree banning cash 
transactions in foreign currency. (120 text sent: tassr 0625 tasse 0500; 
one min: mayak 0700; brief: rtv 2000) 

135 112 tass corr valeriy demidetskiy kishinev dispatch on political rivalry 
bringing about corruption charges in moldova, noting that viktor 
bernnskiy,cnalrmatrof~r-rnllRr-cl)mmi-ssi-on and presiiii-um--member-has----------
been accused of bribe taking and aiding and abetting criminals. (310 text 
sent: tasse 0923) 

136 113 kravchuk criticizes yeltsin for transferring six ukraine military 
aircraft to russian without permits. (c/r jap 181300, item·133 on 18 feb 
list) (brief: korean 0800) 

137 114 reports on ukrainian president leonid kravchuk's replies to 
journalists questions on future of cis. (c/r tasse 101750, item 132 on 10 
feb list) (3.5 min: mand 192100; brief: spanla 0000 portbraz 0000) 

138 115 anon on visit to port city of far eastern russia. (3.5 min: mand 
0900) 

139 TB2102160692TAKE7 
140 116 anon on discovery of fine art collection in villa near moscow, noting 

that collection was hidden when french forces were approaching. (arabic 
1400) 

141 117 "update": interview with professor (muldariy simoniya), deputy 
director of world economy/international relations institute at russian 
academy of sciences, examining current economic situation and prospects 
for cis survival, calling cis civilized destruction of former ussr (3 
min); boris belitskiy on yeltsin's recent tv address in which he focused 
attention on aid to former ussr, citing new york times on gamble being 
taken by yeltsin drawing comparisons with former u.s. president harry 
truman (4 min); aleksandr yakovlev on situation of armed forces in 
ukraine, focusing on recent flight of air crews from ukraine and russia, 
briefly quoting shaposhnikov on this event, also briefly quoting air force 
maj-general anatoliy proskurin that agreement has been reached with 
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ukrainian defense ministry of various issues (4 min): viktor yenikeyev on 
kazakstan president nazarabayev who voiced anxiety over rise of islamic 
fundamentalism during his recent visit to austria, noting that onset of 
islamic fundamentalism will bring many problems to cis, also recalling 
baker's tour of central asian republics (3 min). (enginter 1910) 

142 118 "on moscow's wavelength": incl summing up of leonid kravchuk's press 
conference; lithuania honors to residents in russia on anniversaryh of 
tragedy; scientific and medical discoveries. (hungarian 2000) 

143 119 "talk of today program": anon on revision of russian reform, role 
played by russian army in august 1991 coup. (15 min: mand 0200) 

144 120 "talk of today program": incl anon on discovery of secret underground 
tunnel in manor of moscow suburb. (3.5 min: mand 1300) 

145 121 "problems, events, figures": anon assessing outcome of minsk meeting 
between state leaders of cis (4 min): anon on agenda items to be discussed 
at russian congress of people's deputies in april, noting that deputies 
are to review economic reform package, constitution and other issues (3 
min); anon on former soviet railroads to be run jointly by cis republics 
(4 min); interview with head of russian tax and customs administration (4 
min). (korean 0800) 

146 122 "literary program, in front of bookshelves": anon introducing novel of 
russian writer pushkin. (25 min: korean 1000) 

147 123 mise internal cis items: 29: cis 6 eur 7 latam 3 asc 3 asnc 10 
148 UNPRO: korean 1230 
149 POOR: portbraz 2300 tamil 1300 mand 0900 
150 MISSED: czech/slovak 191800 (endall) 20 Feb 92 
151 TB2102160792TAKE8 




